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2023 Innovations in Learning Conference

Agenda Tuesday April 11, 2023
8:00 – 8:30am        Registration & Coffee – Visit with Exhibitors                                                   

8:30 – 8:45am         Welcome, Review of Program and Introduction of Exhibitors
                                    - Jerry Frew, Associate Executive Director, NHSAA

8:45 – 10:15am      Opening Keynote – Granite Ballroom (see page 3)               

10:15 – 10:35am   Refreshment Break – Visit with Exhibitors      

10:35 – 11:35am     Concurrent Sessions – Block #1 (see page 4 & 5) 

11:45 – 12:45pm     Concurrent Sessions – Block #2 (see page 6 & 7)

12:45 – 1:45pm       Lunch – Granite Ballroom- Visit with Exhibitors

1:45 – 2:45pm         Closing Panel Session– Granite Ballroom (see page 8)

2:45 – 3:00pm         Audience Discussion and Q & A

3:00pm                    Raffle & Adjournment

Special Thanks to Our Diamond Business Partners!



Tuesday April 11th ~ Opening Keynote

Rigor by Design, Not Chance: Supporting Deeper Thinking
Through Actionable Instruction & Assessment

 - Dr. Karin Hess, President, Educational Research in Action, LLC
 

Today, we expect every student to be ready for the challenges of the 21st century—
to learn more, to master new technologies, to understand more deeply, and to

transfer what they've learned to real-world contexts. Integrating 5 evidence-based
"teacher moves" in an Actionable Assessment Cycle can build a supportive

classroom culture for deeper thinking and self-directed learning. Karin will define
what “actionable assessment” is and provide examples for lesson planning within an

actionable assessment cycle in any classroom.

 

A little about our Keynote Speaker
 

Karin Hess, author of the Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrices, is a former teacher and
school administrator with over 40 years of deep experience in curriculum,

instruction, and assessment. She is recognized internationally as a leader in applying
cognitive rigor, depth of knowledge (DOK), and learning progressions to the

development and design of curriculum and assessment systems. Over her career,
she has distinguished herself as a content expert in multiple content areas,

specializing in the design and use of performance-based assessments.
 

Dr. Hess has authored/co-authored numerous articles and books, including A Local
Assessment Toolkit to Promote Deeper Learning (Corwin, 2018), Deeper

Competency-Based Learning (Corwin, 2020) and Rigor by Design Not Chance (ASCD
2023). Her ongoing work with schools provides practical, classroom-tested tools and

in-depth guidance for implementing competency-based educational systems and
“actionable” strategies to enhance deeper learning for every student. 

 

 

 



Room Session Information

Capital

UDL Core Concepts - Lynnette Lawrence, MSEd, Universal Design for
Learning Ed Consultant, NH APH Ex-Officio Trustee, Bureau of Special
Education Support, NH Department of Education
In this session, you will receive an overview of Universal Design for Learning
(UDL), an educational framework for learning design. The language of UDL
supports all educators in anticipating barriers to learning and proactively
designing for the variability of all learners. UDL also reminds us that every
learner needs access to learning, and every learner needs agency as a
learner. Examples will be shared of how the framework and the tool of the
UDL Guidelines have played a pivotal role in increasing the depth, rigor, and
value of educator collaboration around the design of instruction and
curriculum. 

Concord

The Journey of Me to We - Reuben Duncan, Superintendent, SAU #47
Leadership literature often focuses quite heavily on the one in positional
authority. How do we take the research, theories, and practices put them all
together to create sustainable change resulting in a culture of innovation?
This session will discuss several leadership theories, practical application
(both positive and negative) of leadership theories and styles, and how
leadership and organizational structures may play in the change process. 

Constitution

Chess & Whole- Child Development - Jerry Nash, National Chess Education
Consultant & Neil Dietsch, Managing Director, Chess in Schools
Chess and chess-related activities meet the criteria for providing a
problem-solving environment that spurs the development of logical
thinking, promotes self-directed learning, and addresses many aspects of
social-emotional learning. Discover how your school can create a fun and
engaging program with chess as an educational tool and learn what
teachers had to say about what they learned from last year's Granite
Gambit program.

Concurrent Session Block #1 ~ 10:35 - 11:35am



Concurrent Session Block #1 ~ 10:35- 11:35am

Room

Merrimack 

Pierce

Webster

Session Information

Starting an E-Sports Team - Sam Dixon, Library Media Teacher, and Allan

Sheehy, Math Teacher, Bow High School

In this session, participants will learn how to set up an e-sports program in
their school. Sam and Allan will share their experiences with the PlayVS
platform and our successes and challenges. Participants will learn: how
they worked with students and teams, navigated internet issues, fundraising
and budget ideas, and other tips and tricks.

NH Extended Learning Opportunities: A Showcase of Student Experiences
Donna Couture, Director of Extended Learning, Winnacunnet High School

& the ELO Network

Members from the NH ELO Network will present examples of a variety of
quality ELO's happening within their schools. Examples include ELO's for
core and elective credit, group ELO experiences, considerations for
students with special needs, etc. Participants will also hear about the
details of these ELO experiences from students and community partners
and be able to ask questions. 

Using Data to Strengthen Literacy Development - Kathleen McCaffrey-
Pomerleau, ELA Consultant, NH Department of Education
In this session Kate will describe the tenets of the Science of Reading by
focusing on what it is, and what it is not. Next, she will share a plan for using data
with educator input will be presented to determine the strengths and
weaknesses of the current literacy program. Finally, a systems thinking
approach will be outlined to help school districts make the changes needed to
strengthen their reading program and help students reach their potential in
reading development.

 
 



Room Session Information

Capital

UDL Core Concepts - Lynnette Lawrence, MSEd, Universal Design for

Learning Ed Consultant, NH APH Ex-Officio Trustee, Bureau of Special

Education Support, NH Department of Education

In this session, you will receive an overview of Universal Design for
Learning (UDL), an educational framework for learning design. The
language of UDL supports all educators in anticipating barriers to learning
and proactively designing for the variability of all learners. UDL also
reminds us that every learner needs access to learning, and every learner
needs agency as a learner. Examples will be shared of how the framework
and the tool of the UDL Guidelines have played a pivotal role in increasing
the depth, rigor, and value of educator collaboration around the design of
instruction and curriculum. 

Concord

The Journey of Me to We - Reuben Duncan, The Journey of Me to We ,

Superintendent, SAU #47

Leadership literature often focuses quite heavily on the one in positional
authority. How do we take the research, theories, and practices put them
all together to create sustainable change resulting in a culture of
innovation? This session will discuss several leadership theories, practical
application (both positive and negative) of leadership theories and styles,
and how leadership and organizational structures may play in the change
process. 

 

Constitution

Chess & Whole Child Development - Jerry Nash, National Chess
Education Consultant & Neil Dietsch, Managing Director, Chess in Schools
Chess and chess-related activities meet the criteria for providing a
problem-solving environment that spurs the development of logical
thinking, promotes self-directed learning, and addresses many aspects of
social-emotional learning. Discover how your school can create a fun and
engaging program with chess as an educational tool and learn what
teachers had to say about what they learned from last year's Granite
Gambit program.

Concurrent Session Block #2 ~ 11:45am - 12:45pm



Concurrent Session Block #2 ~ 11:45am - 12:45pm

Room

Merrimack 

Pierce

Webster

Session Information

Taking the Portrait of a Learner off the Wall - Carolyn Eastman (Panel

Facilitator) Director of Personalized Learning, NH Learning Initiative,

Jacqueline Coe, Superintendent, SAU #24 (Panelist)  Donna Couture,

Director of Extended Learning, Winnacunnet High School (Panelist), Karen

Thompson, Director of Teaching & Learning, Hinsdale School District

(Panelist), Kiley Hemphill, Co-Director of Curriculum, Instruction &

Assessment, SAU #11 (Panelist), David Hobbs, Assistant Superintendent,

SAU#21

In this panel discussion, you'll hear directly from school districts about the
process and where they are in making it their Portrait of a Learner a reality
for all students. 

Starting an E-Sports Team-  Sam Dixon, Library Media Teacher, and Allan

Sheehy, Math Teacher, Bow High School

In this session, participants will learn how to set up an e-sports program in
their school. Sam and Allan will share their experiences with the PlayVS
platform and our successes and challenges. Participants will learn: how
they worked with students and teams, navigated internet issues, fundraising
and budget ideas, and other tips and tricks.

Using Data to Strengthen Literacy Development - Kathleen McCaffrey-
Pomerleau, ELA Consultant, NH Department of Education
In this session Kate will describe the tenets of the Science of Reading by
focusing on what it is, and what it is not. Next, she will share a plan for using data
with educator input will be presented to determine the strengths and
weaknesses of the current literacy program. Finally, a systems thinking approach
will be outlined to help school districts make the changes needed to strengthen
their reading program and help students reach their potential in reading
development.

 



Closing Panel Session
The Current Buzz about Books: How School Libraries are

Navigating the Current Landscape
Kristin Whitworth, President, NHSLMA

Jennifer Toth, Vice President, NHSLMA
 

School librarians share what they want you to know about collection
development, the importance of library policies, and how your librarians

support students in making informed choices that are the best fit for them
and their families.

 



8:00 – 8:30am        Registration & Coffee – Visit with Exhibitors                                                   

8:30 – 8:45am         Welcome, Review of Program and Introduction of Exhibitors
                                    - Jerry Frew, Associate Executive Director, NHSAA

8:45 – 10:15am      Opening Keynote – Granite Ballroom (see page 10)               

10:15 – 10:35am   Refreshment Break – Visit with Exhibitors      

10:35 – 11:35am     Concurrent Sessions – Block #1 (see page 11 & 12) 

11:45 – 12:45pm     Concurrent Sessions – Block #2 (see page 13 & 14)

12:45 – 1:45pm       Lunch – Salon A/B - Visit with Exhibitors

1:45 – 2:45pm         Closing General Session– Granite Ballroom (see page 15)

2:45 – 3:00pm         Audience Discussion and Q & A

3:00pm                    Raffle & Adjournment

2023 Innovations in Learning Conference
Agenda Wednesday April 12, 2023

Special Thanks to our Platinum Partners!



Wednesday April 12th ~ Opening Keynote
What We Can Do When We Are Brave Together

 - Rick Wormeli, Teacher, Trainer, Author
Ambrose Redmoon once declared, "Courage is not the absence of fear, but the

judgment that something else is more important than that fear." In education, what
do we judge as more important than our fear of rejection, being embarrassed,

making mistakes or the confusion that may come? When we are brave together, we
find the freedom, language and spirit to confront complacency and ineffective

practice, and, even better, to do something about them. Join us for a candid address
that affirms and provokes listeners with compelling questions about contemporary
practices and specific action steps to consider if having enough courage were not a

factor. Liberating, affirming and pushing all of us closer to the kind of teacher we
always wanted to be, we reveal the practices and policies that cultivate teaching

courage best. Radical to some, validating to others and steeped in modern
pedagogy, we explore the specific, bold actions we can take today that lead to real

student success. Leave timidity at the door and join us for an extraordinary
presentation.

 

A little about our Keynote Speaker
 

One of the first Nationally Board Certified teachers in America, Rick brings
innovation, energy, validity and high standards to both his presentations and his

instructional practice, which include 39 years teaching math, science, English,
physical education, health, and history, as well as coaching teachers and principals.

Rick's work has been reported in numerous media, including ABC's Good Morning
America, Hardball with Chris Matthews, National Geographic, and the Washington
Post. He is a columnist for AMLE Magazine and a frequent contributor to ASCD's

Education Leadership magazine. He is the author of the award-winning book Meet
Me in the Middle as well as the best-selling books including Day One and Beyond,
Fair Isn't Always Equal: Assessment and Grading in the Differentiated Classroom.

With his substantive presentations, sense of humor and unconventional approaches,
he has been asked to present to teachers and administrators in all 50 states, many

countries, and at the White House. He has won many awardsincluding Disney's
American Teacher Awards 1996 Outstanding English Teacher of the Nation. And the

2008 James P. Garvin award from the New England League of Middle Schools for
Teaching Excellence, Service and Leadership.

 
 
 

 



Room Session Information

Capital

Agile for Education - Dr. Joanne Roberts, Superintendent, SAU #88 and
Mark Hall, William George Associates
Agile for Education is an opportunity for all school stakeholders to engage
in a Renaissance of purpose. The silos of thought and action (School
Board/Committees, Parents, Municipalities, Educational Leaders,
Educators, and Coaches) are torn down…figuratively, and replaced with a
positive environment of engagement and alignment. This is the start of the
transformation of processes that yields action over inaction, courage to
make decisions with energy rather than deferring and delaying, and
provides that all stakeholders aware of how all the pieces of the puzzle fit
together.This 60 minutes session is an entry point to learning about Agile
for Education. If interested,stakeholders can come together for 2 days of
instruction and class exercises yielding Agile for Education certifications
for all.

Concord

Best Practices when Creating Presentations and Infographics -  Etienne

Vallee, Director of Technology, and Amy Flanders, Moultonborough

Academy English Teacher, SAU #45

Learn how to make presentations and infographics more effective! In this
presentation, we explore the neuropsychology behind cognitive overload
and discuss best practices when creating presentations like PowerPoint or
Google Slides or infographics.

Granite
Ballroom

Leadership for Teacher Engagement & Cultural Shift in Schools - Rick
Wormeli, Teacher, Trainer Author
Large ships are hard to turn, but there are strategies that definitely flip
the rudder and maintain the new course. Want your school to move
toward differentiated practices? Evidenced-based grading? Block-
scheduling? Data-driven decision-making? A new literacy or math
program? Think of the exciting new directions your school could pursue if
only your staff shared your excitement! Unfortunately, new building and
district initiatives can be dead on arrival if teachers are cynical, fearful
overworked, or suffering from low morale. Based on work with NASSP,
ASCD affiliates, and in hundreds of school systems in the U.S. and around
the world, this candid and compelling workshop provides new insights
and dozens of practical strategies that help teachers and their leaders
embrace new initiatives and changes in policy and practice, even if
educators are hesitant or going into it "kicking and screaming." Join us for
a candid and inspiring look at how to get an entire faculty to set sail for
the new horizon ahead. 

Concurrent Session Block #1 ~ 10:35 - 11:35am



Room Session Information

Merrimack

Rethinking Digital Literacy: Adapting Practices for the 22nd Century - Erin

Henderson, Librarian, and Jeanna Wagner, Instructional Coach, Pelham

School District

Despite being “digital natives,” ALL students struggle with discerning the
relevance of digital information that they find on the open Internet, and a
majority of our teachers struggle to teach the strategies students need to
navigate this infinite stream of information. In this session, Erin and Jeanna
will discuss the rapidly changing landscape of information literacy and will
evaluate why some of the tried and true strategies that they’ve been
teaching for web searches simply aren’t adequate in today’s digital
environments. Most importantly, they will outline our ongoing, research-
based pilot program in the Pelham School District to help both our
teachers and our students to build the 22nd century learning skills
necessary to master their digital ecosystem. 

Pierce

Personal Financial Literacy Today - Thomas LeGalley, National College

Readiness Specialist, McGraw Hill 

Learn the latest information and why the topic of personal finance is
gaining momentum across the country. Hear directly from the expert
authors of McGraw Hill’s new title Focus on Personal Financial Literacy as
they discuss the need for financial education.

Webster

What is ChatGPT & What Does it Mean for Education? Randy Wormald,

Assistant Superintendent, SAU #46 & Heather Cummings, Assistant

Superintendent, SAU #49

ChatGPT is everywhere in the news right now. What is ChatGPT? Will AI
take over my job? In this session, Randy and Heather will Introduce
participants to ChatGPT. Examples will be shared and the impact on
education will be discussed.

Concurrent Session Block #1~ 10:35 - 11:35am



Concurrent Session Block #2~ 11:45am - 12:45pm

Room Session Information

Capital

Agile for Education - Dr. Joanne Roberts, Superintendent, SAU #88 and

Mark Hall, William George Associates

Agile for Education is an opportunity for all school stakeholders to engage
in a Renaissance of purpose. The silos of thought and action (School
Board/Committees, Parents, Municipalities, Educational Leaders,
Educators, and Coaches) are torn down…figuratively, and replaced with a
positive environment of engagement and alignment. This is the start of
the transformation of processes that yields action over inaction, courage
to make decisions with energy rather than deferring and delaying, and
provides that all stakeholders aware of how all the pieces of the puzzle fit
together.This 60 minutes session is an entry point to learning about Agile
for Education. If interested, stakeholders can come together for 2 days of
instruction and class exercises yielding Agile for Education certifications
for all.

 

Concord

Best Practices when Creating Presentations & Infographics - Etienne

Vallee, Director of Technology, and Amy Flanders, Moultonborough

Academy English Teacher, SAU #45

Learn how to make presentations and infographics more effective! In this
presentation, we explore the neuropsychology behind cognitive overload
and discuss best practices when creating presentations like PowerPoint or
Google Slides or infographics.

Granite
Ballroom

Building Teacher Capacity for Creativity - Rick Wormeli, Teacher, Trainer,

Author

Some teachers give up. The student doesn't do any homework, and there
is no parent support. I can't teach this child! Translated, this teacher is
declaring, "I've exhausted my imagination, and I need a new catalyst."
Some teacher preparation programs do not teach their graduates how to
think divergently about instruction, solve problems or build an
intellectual versatility. In addition, teachers are often told what, when and
how to teach, and all professional creativity atrophies. Effective teachers,
however, learn how to build their own creativity and generate diverse
responses to students and their instruction, and students achieve as a
result. Join us for a workshop that shows us how to build teachers'
personal/professional creativity and emancipate instructional ideas
tethered by conventional thinking. Instructional challenges are resolved,
students achieve and teachers are more engaged in classroom practice as
a result. 'Special cameo appearances by innovation, divergent thinking,
connective synergy, improvisation and assorted strangeness.



Concurrent Session Block #2~ 11:45am - 12:45pm

Room Session Information

Merrimack

Rethinking Digital Literacy: Adapting Practices for the 22nd Century - Erin

Henderson, Librarian, and Jeanna Wagner, Instructional Coach, Pelham

School District

Despite being “digital natives,” ALL students struggle with discerning the
relevance of digital information that they find on the open Internet, and a
majority of our teachers struggle to teach the strategies students need to
navigate this infinite stream of information. In this session, Erin and Jeanna
will discuss the rapidly changing landscape of information literacy and will
evaluate why some of the tried and true strategies that they’ve been
teaching for web searches simply aren’t adequate in today’s digital
environments. Most importantly, they will outline our ongoing, research-
based pilot program in the Pelham School District to help both our
teachers and our students to build the 22nd century learning skills
necessary to master their digital ecosystem. 

 

Pierce

Personal Financial Literacy Today - Thomas LeGalley, National College

Readiness Specialist, McGraw Hill 

Learn the latest information and why the topic of personal finance is
gaining momentum across the country. Hear directly from the expert
authors of McGraw Hill’s new title Focus on Personal Financial Literacy as
they discuss the need for financial education.

 

Webster

What is ChatGPT & What Does it Mean for Education? Randy Wormald,

Assistant Superintendent, SAU #46 & Heather Cummings, Assistant

Superintendent, SAU #49

ChatGPT is everywhere in the news right now. What is ChatGPT? Will AI
take over my job? In this session, Randy and Heather will introduce
participants to ChatGPT. Examples will be shared and the impact on
education will be discussed.



Closing General Session
Taking a Deeper Dive into The Science of Reading

 Elizabeth Cannon, Reading & Writing Specialist and

2022-23 Christa McAuliffe Sabbatical Recipient

 Literacy Leaders NH
 

Literacy skills are essential for students to become functioning and participating
members of society. However, the 2019 NAEP scores showed that only 34% of

fourth graders and only 37% of 12th graders could read at or above a proficient level.
And recently released NAEP scores have revealed the impact of the pandemic on

these already low scores. A dive into this data shows great inequities throughout our
society. In short, we have a literacy crisis. This session will delve into the research

behind the science of reading, the theoretical models that can help us better
understand how to put it into practice, and the practical implications it hasfor NH’s

school systems. We owe it to our students to assure that earning a high school
diploma means mastery of proficient reading skills. There are many other

requirements necessary to earn a high school diploma that meets NH's minimum
state standards... why would proficient reading skills not be one of them?

 

 

A little about our Speaker
 

Liz Cannon is an N.H. native and attended the University of New Hampshire for her
B.S. in Child Development and M.Ed. in Elementary Education, focusing on Reading.
She has been an elementary educator since 2001 and a Literacy Specialist for the

last 13 years. Liz is this year's recipient of the Christa McAuliffe Sabbatical, and her
project, Literacy Leaders NH, has focused on bridging the gap between literacy

research and practice in N.H. schools. Liz believes in the Maya Angelou quote, "when
we know better, we do better," and she is passionate about the right of all children
to graduate as proficient readers and writers. When not working on her passion for

supporting both students and educators around literacy, Liz enjoys reading,
attending Broadway shows, and spending time with her husband and two children

whom she lives with in Dunbarton.  
 
 
 
 

 



2023 Innovations in Learning Conference
sponsored by

The New Hampshire School Administrators Association

 

2023 Innovations in Learning Conference 
Registration Information

April 11 - 12, 2022
Grappone Conference Center

Concord, NH
Conference Registration Information

Full Conference (two-days) = $325
Single Day (Tues. or Weds.) = $170

Please register via your NHSAA Portal by clicking here: 
2023INNOVATIONSREG

or access the QR code below:

·If you are GSLA or a Season Ticket holder, please select the corresponding registration type when
registering
·Registration fees may be paid by check, PO, or online via credit card here -
https://nhschadminassoc.securepayments.cardpointe.com/pay
·Registration fees are non-refundable and subject to regular billing unless written cancellation is
received via email (kymra@nhsaa.org) at least 7 Days prior to the event

Please send payment to:
NHSAA

46 Donovan St., Suite 3
Concord, NH 03301

https://2023-innovations-in-learning-conference.events.nhsaa.org/
https://nhschadminassoc.securepayments.cardpointe.com/pay
mailto:kymra@nhsaa.org


Special Thanks to our Gold Partners!

Special Thanks to our Silver Partners!

Special Thanks to our Business / Legal Friends

Sponsored by 
New Hampshire School Administrators Association

46 Donovan St., Suite #3
Concord, NH 03301


